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“Audace & Lumière” 
à L’Orangerie

Edito

2024 will be collective or not! That's
my motto for 2024: 
A look back at the duo painting
exhibition with Bénédicte Gerin,
which took place at the Orangerie du
Jardin Anglais in Munich from January
17 to 28, 2024.

Given the grand scale and beauty of the place, the
theme was an invitation to bring other arts to the
Orangerie, to make this moment richer in color and
exchanges. 



Booked before the COVID, it took me 3 years of
patience to be able to exhibit in this magnificent space
dating from 1795, located on the edge of the English
Garden, a popular strolling area for Munich residents. 
I met Bénédicte at my vernissage in June 2023, and
admired both the works and her personality, this nice
Parisian artist new to Gallery Lau. 
Karoline Lau's talent was essential in finding the right
balance between Bénédicte's pure paintings and my
colorful works to create harmony.

Story of an exhibition

Bénédicte Gerin
Calligrapher and painter, she has evolved
from the art of "beautiful writing" to an
interest in rhythms, signs, gestures and
sketchs. Her search for movement in color
and abstract forms is reminiscent of Hans
Hartung.

A good duo...
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M O R E  I N F O S

https://benedictegerin.com/Benedicte_Gerin/Accueil.html


Captivated by colors, I navigate between figuration and
abstraction, playing freely with the codes of nature's
representation in a constant search for colorful
harmonies. I wander my palette of vibrant, contrasting
colors in search of a balance between emotions and
sensory perceptions, evoking here and there a memory
of sea bathing, the flavor of a sweet peach, a flicker of a
sunbeam in an enchanting joy that irresistibly evokes
the favorite places of my native land, notably Brittany
and Mediterranean landscapes, but also my host region,
Bavaria.
  

My painting

My current favorite themes: 
Flowers, landscapes, still lifes, but mostly as a
springboard to the abstract...  
Admiring the style of Nicolas de Staël, I now tend to
simplify my painting to open up a wider field for color.

I invite you to discover my collections on my
website:  
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L A N D S C A P E SS T I L L  L I F E S

A B S T R A C T

https://www.astridlink.com/natures-mortes
https://www.astridlink.com/galerie-abstrait


When dance meets painting in an exhibition.....
episode 1

the first week was punctuated by a creative dance workshop orchestrated
by Géraldine Colomba on the theme of audacity and light.
To the rhythm of the music, the dancers' bodies moved like painters,
transforming the scarves into brushes to reproduce the shapes in the
paintings.  This enabled the participants to look at the works of art more
attentively from a different angle.

I recommend this experience, which I feel is an exercise in mindfulness!

Géraldine Colomba preparing the workshop by
taping a square to the floor, symbolizing the
comfort zone...

  “Animal and vegetal” diptyque, acrylic painting
80x 130 x 2 cm
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H E R  W E B S I T E

http://www.geraldine-colomba.de/


When dance meets painting in an exhibition.....
episode 2

LOn January 21, Nataliya Deyneka Dupriez and her Ukrainian
group Iz PERTSEM, together with the children from her
various classes, put on a dazzling show.

At my side, Valentin, Nataliya and
Maxime Dupriez

  “The ascension” Astrid Link - acrylic
painting on canvas  100 x 100 cm
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It was also ...

a pigment discovery workshop for
teenagers ....

Two drawing and painting
workshops for children,

Live painting...

And, a final  flashmob .... 

...more music, 
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D I S C O V E R

many visitors!

https://www.astridlink.com/projetorangerie


Following our exhibition at the
Orangerie, an art lover law firm from
Munich, who organizes exhibitions
every year, asked us to display our
paintings in their offices.
If you would like to exhibit my work in
your professional space or visit my
studio, please be free  to contact me...

April 12-14, 2024: I'll be delighted to
meet you at Munich's biggest art fair
ART MUC to present my new paintings.

M O R E  I N F O S

SAVE THE DATE...

The exhibition at Gallery Lau "Petits
formats" with some of my paintings
will end at the end of February.

LAST DAYS ...

WWW.ASTR IDL INK .COM

@astridlink  |  linkastrid@gmail.com

WHAT’S NEXT ?

Innere Wiener Str. 59
81667 Munich
Tue.-Sat. : 11h-18h  
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https://www.artmuc.info/

